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Chief Financial Officer  Global Finance & Digital Transformation Senior Executive  

Global strategic partner to business who drives shareholder value and profits. Seizes opportunity, structuring Finance as credible cross-
functional asset that uses metrics to see beyond P&L. Delivers operations insight, finding levers of growth and applying hands-on 
project and crisis leadership. Builds motivated teams with world-class processes, integrity, and growth-fueling expectations. 
 

• Operations Improvement: Merged and aligned financial 
operations of 3 disparate organizations and exceeded 
ambitious Board goal of 10% point return-on-sales 
improvement within 3 years. 

• Digital Transformation: Completed global Workday ERP 
implementation and integration in “impossible” 12-month 
timeline, enabling 30% ops savings. 
 
 

 

 

• Financial Planning and Analysis (FP&A): Led financial analysis for 
multiple global business units. Designed/executed global financial 
planning and management reporting processes. Effected culture 
change to institute global 3-pronged planning cycle. 

• Financial Reporting and Control: Spearheaded finance 
transformation to culture of accountability and best-in-class 
KPI performance across Americas, EMEA, APAC.  

FINANCE TRANSFORMATION  MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS (M&A)  ACQUISITION INTEGRATION  TEAM BUILDING & LEADERSHIP  INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
TURNAROUNDS  CASH FLOW REPORTING & ENHANCEMENT  PROJECT MANAGEMENT  HIGH-LEVEL NEGOTIATIONS  CROSS-FUNCTIONAL COLLABORATION 
REGULATORY COMPLIANCE (SOX)  FORECASTING  PROCESS IMPROVEMENT  STRATEGIC PLANNING & BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT  ERP IMPLEMENTATION 

 

Executive Career History 
 

CUSHMAN & WAKEFIELD, New York, NY 2008 to 2016 
$6B global real estate services firm, among the industry’s largest; 45,000+ personnel. $191B in commercial real estate transactions per year. 

Vice President & Executive Managing Director – Digital Transformation 2014 to 2016 

Appointed by CEO to own global Workday ERP deployment for Finance and HR, the largest IT investment in C&W history. Held project 
management role of unprecedented scope. Realized profound change quickly as trusted operations partner who could leverage cross-
functional insights and synthesize stakeholder views into framework. Communicated and coordinated regional activities, top executive 
input, RFP process, vendor selection, enterprise-wide buy-in, and partnership with Deloitte. 150 internal/external team members. 

• Enabled 30% back-office cost savings via integration of global ERP and global client profitability analysis on time and budget. 

• Completed project in “impossible” 12 months by negotiating for top regional talent and winning “big bang” buy-in. 

• Executed global ERP project meeting all requirements in 46 countries, 340 legal entities, 240 offices, consolidating 45 systems. 

• Campaigned globally to deliver custom training and resources for each market, for example all-Mandarin materials in China.  

• Repeated process with similar scope and timeframe after acquisition, synthesizing 3 disparate organizations in 12 months. 

• Selected by Workday as Financial Product Advisory Council and Workday Design Partner Group member. 
 

Vice President & Executive Managing Director of Global Finance Operations 2008 to 2014 

Headed 250 staff, including 3 regional CFOs, and $125M budget. Pioneered finance transformation in Americas, EMEA, Asia Pacific. Re-
engineered global finance policy, teams, and processes after purchase by PE firm and rapid, acquisition-fueled growth. Negotiated and 
sparked change in broker-led firm where Finance needed to leap from back-office to business partner for credibility at strategy table. 
 

Designed, built, and executed Global Financial Planning and Management Reporting Process to enshrine fiscal accountability, enabling better 
and more timely executive decision-making amidst scrutiny from new publicly-traded entity ownership. Institutionalized 3 cornerstones of 
planning cycle—Strategy, Annual Operating Plan, and Monthly Forecasts. Introduced unified global planning/reporting mechanisms. 

• Instilled performance-focused ethos, evolving from commission-oriented business philosophy to all-in strategic alignment. 
Educated business leaders worldwide to win buy-in while recruiting/developing key global talent to be a vanguard of change. 
Collaborated consistently to find ways for Finance to serve business needs and champion mutual interests cross-functionally. 

• Expedited reporting and forecasting cycle 75%+, developing and implementing $10M SAP planning technology strategy.  

• Improved cash flow through disciplined working capital management, fewer DSOs, and increasing A/P “days to pay” policies. 

• Harnessed Accenture relationship to enact IT, HR, Procurement, and Finance BPO, capturing 15% lower projected ops costs. 

• Prioritized timely, accurate data across business lifecycle and started monthly meetings with each region to track key goals. 
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Executive Career History, Continued 

 
BAUSCH & LOMB INCORPORATED, Rochester, NY 1995 to 2008 
$2.5B New York-based consumer, pharmaceutical, and medical device business. 

Chief Financial Officer & Vice President of Finance (Americas Region); Rochester, NY 2006 to 2008 
After driving bottom line gains as change agent and partner to business in EMEA, promoted to CFO, Americas. Orchestrated superior 
controls and metric-driven performance enhancement leading to improved cash flow. Led financial analysis to executives in 4 BUs: 
Pharmaceutical, Surgical, Vision Care, and International. Architected formal succession planning and new reporting to illuminate levers 
of growth for regional leaders. Went beyond P&L with financial stewardship that defined and bolstered core strengths. 

• Shortened reporting cycle 50% to 5 days by designing focused filters to spotlight key intelligence and clarify business drivers. 

• Decreased turnover 35% by synthesizing metrics-driven BU reporting that imparted clear directives for team improvement. 

• Opened greater visibility in cash and credit activities through forward-looking IT. Lowered bad debt 50%, raised DSO 10%.  

• Eliminated fraud internationally throughout the enterprise, earning the highest possible internal audit rating of “Reliable.”  
 

Chief Financial Officer & Vice President of Finance & IT (EMEA Region); London, England 1998 to 2006 
Conceived and directed Business Process Transformation Project to ignite revenue growth through streamlined approaches. Enhanced 
speed, flexibility, and clarity across 3 organizations, including Consumer, Pharmaceutical, and newly-acquired medical device 
enterprise anchoring new focus. Inaugurated BPO with Accenture and made recommendation for consolidation of 21 customer service 
sites into 3. Led portfolio of projects and programs to expand cash flow as highly-visible partner to business executives—resulting in 
promotion to reproduce wins in Americas. 

• Integrated new medical device enterprise essential to competitiveness in multibillion-dollar vision care space. 

• Merged financial operations of 3 enterprises, aligning them with world-class operations, reporting, and controls. 

• Headed and delivered stretch 12% return-on-sales project in 3 years, touching on sales, marketing, back-office.  

• Increased sales from flat to 5% paired with $6M annual savings as direct result of BPT Project recommendations.  

• Cut headcount and payroll 20% by heading rapid, cost-efficient roll-out of PeopleSoft ERP with minimal disruption. 

• Ensured maximum Sarbanes-Oxley compliance across 14 business units by applying international financial controls. 
 

CFO & Vice President of Finance & IT (Southeast Asia Region); Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 1995 to 1998 
Promoted to CFO role after brief period supporting VP of International Operations as Business Analysis Director at Global 
Headquarters. As CFO, led all regional finance operations during launch of new business function focused on a drastic reduction in 
back-office costs. Supported $180M Consumer Eyewear business with anchor brand Ray-Ban sunglasses. 

• Catalyzed growth from $150M to $180M revenue, launching Malaysia enterprise alongside division president. 

• Recruited, trained, and on-boarded 80 top-tier talent from within and outside despite new and untested division.  

• Fostered $10M annual savings through relocation of 50% of Hong Kong office to Malaysia. 
 

Early Career Snapshot 

 
JOHNSON & JOHNSON FAMILY OF COMPANIES, Nationwide & Milan, Italy 1981 to 1995 
Founded 1886, $71.8B multinational medical devices, pharmaceutical, and consumer packaged goods (CPG) manufacturing enterprise. 

Director of Finance – J&J / Merck Joint Venture; Milan, Italy 1992 to 1995 
Promoted as joint venture gathered momentum in lucrative peptic ulcer treatment space. Led financial reporting, budgeting, strategic 
planning, acquisition analysis, co-ordination of external and internal auditors, and company policies as Finance and strategic principal.  

• Generated 20% gross profit margin improvements and $4M/year savings by piloting benchmarking process at J&J Spain. 

• Initiated $5M JV budget savings annually by outsourcing key shared services, creating unprecedented levels of efficiency. 

• Identified $80M in strategic M&A opportunities with unique license and acquisition plan and integrated them into merger. 

• Accelerated monthly closing from 10 days to 3 by implementing end-to-end improvement in financial reporting systems. 
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Early Career Snapshot, Continued 

 

International Controller, McNeill Consumer Products Co. 1990 to 1992 
Following Technicare divestiture, recruited from International Controller role at Worldwide HQ to take on same title at J&J subsidiary 

McNeill Consumer Products. Served as Finance principal on J&J negotiation team establishing and managing finance operations for an 

impending international JV with Merck.  

• Provided financial and negotiations support for 10 strategic acquisitions valued at $800M with the largest valued at $400M. 

• Crafted data-driven profit-sharing formula defining ROI and equitably compensating participants for their contributions. 

 

5 Roles of Increasing Responsibility from Corporate Auditor to International Controller, Technicare 1981 to 1990 
Recruited as Corporate Auditor and promoted rapidly within major J&J subsidiary Technicare. Developed from pure financial roles to 

business-facing leadership as Marketing Manager and International Controller. Worked directly with business lines while continuously 

expanding metrics and building organizational credibility across cultures. 

• Unwound global Technicare contracts following sale to GE, facilitating fast and efficient transfer of assets to buyer. 

 

REVLON, New York, NY 1980 to 1981 
New York-based multinational cosmetics, skincare, fragrance, and personal care company founded 1932, $2.3B revenue in 2016. 

Senior Financial Auditor 
Specialized in internal controls, developing methodology for synthesizing efficiency with rigorous compliance. 

 
PRICE WATERHOUSE, Hackensack, NJ 1977 to 1980 
Later part of PricewaterhouseCoopers, Big 4 auditor and $35.9B multinational operating in 157 countries and serving most of the Fortune 500. 

Senior Financial Auditor 
Gained foundation in auditing basics and sophisticated insight in optimizing internal controls while minimizing bureaucratic inertia. 

• Performed audits across broad range of companies and industries, including exposure to operational audits. 

 

 

Education & Certification 

HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL, Boston, MA – PMD, Program for Management Development 

SETON HALL UNIVERSITY, South Orange, NJ – BS, Accounting  

CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT  


